
VIDA AMBASSADOR —SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLKIT 

Social media offers a great avenue to share your stories and adventures, reach potential participants and 
current followers, and tag sponsors and industry supporters. As a VIDA Ambassador, we would like your 
involvement on social media to authentically portray YOU and be a fun outlet to connect with others. If  
you’re not already a social media ninja, the idea of  joining or starting a conversation can be daunting. So 
we’ve broken it down into our top tips to keep it easy, streamline and fun (hopefully not too addictive) to be 
involved as a VIDA Ambassador. 

PRE-POST 
Prior to posting, determine the goal of  your post. Are you using the post to showcase a new event? Offer a 
discount or deal? Highlight a current or past adventure? Or, provide updates to event participants? 
Keeping your purpose in mind will help you tailor information to create an effective and simple post.  

Below are guidelines and sample posts for Instagram, Twitter and Facebook – VIDA’s primary social media 
outlets. Review this information prior to posting to ensure you have the following key elements: (1) a clear 
and dedicated message; and (2) tag the necessary sponsors.  

GENERAL POSTING GUIDELINES 
• Post on each platform separately (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook). Using the linking features can create

broken links and result in an unprofessional post.
• Necessary #hashtags and @mentions should be organized and included with each post.
• Include relevant links and photos.
• Format your post to present all intended information. For example, include the following information in

these posts:
o Event Promotion – provide event name, location, date, and sign up link
o Mid-event Updates – name event and provide information
o Post Event Promotion – name event and provide brief description
o Sponsor Post – provide sponsor information and link
o Personal “fun” post – describe your activity, location, and provide a link when relevant

• Keep your posts conversational and fun. Do not be afraid to use humor and/or emoji’s 😜
• We encourage you to share VIDA’s Facebook, Instagram and Twitter posts when relevant/requested.
• We would like to see a minimum of 5 posts per month mentioning VIDA (accumulative from all outlets)

from each VIDA Ambassador. You can spread these out across FB, Twitter and Instagram as preferred
(one message could count for 3 posts if you posted it to FB, Twitter and Instagram).

• Sponsor posts are important! If you are purchasing sponsor products, make sure you show them some
love. Refer to their feeds for inspiration and use appropriate hashtags and tags.
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INSTAGRAM 

Sample Posts  
Get ready for the @goldengiddyup weekend with a women's mountain bike ride this Wednesday, September 
13. Whether you want to scope out the course or spend time with fellow Beti's, join @goldenbikeshop and
@vidamtbseries for a group ride. VIDA coaches and ambassadors will lead the group through a portion of
the Golden Giddyup course, offering tips and tricks for tackling some of  the more exciting features. RSVP

@eventbrite link in bio☝

"Heavy feet, light hands!" Coach Carlie shares tips for proper body positioning on the bike! #vidamtb 
#ladyshred #yetibeti #buckhill 

We're excited to get this weekend going with Happy Hour @buckhill from 4:30 - 6:30 PM! Join us for early 
check-in, refreshments, and meet n' greet with your coaches! 

TIP: Make a note on your phone with all of  the hashtags that you can cut n’ paste so you don’t have to 
retype them every time! 

Use @tags when specifically referenced in the caption, and a block of  hashtags under the caption. Then 
tag photo directly for tags not mentioned in the caption. 

Always give photo credit if  not using your own photo 📸

#hashtags @tags

@vidamtbseries 
@yeticycles
@vittoriatires
@ergonbike
@noosayoghurt 
@stansnotubes 
@smithoptics 
@team_yetibeti 
@skratchlabs  
@wildbalance 
@shredly
@skivys

#vidamtb #ladyshred 
#ownyourride #yeticycles #yetibeti 
#vittoriatires #ergonbike 
#ergonwomen #notubes 
#noosayoghurt #SMITHwomen 
#ridefox #skratchlabs #wildbalance  
#shredly

Also include the venue #hashtag and 
@tags provided in pre-event 
Ambassador updates!
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TWITTER   

Sample Posts 
Calling all ladies! Saddle up for @vidamtbseries’ last workshop of  the year (9/17) with @GoldenGiddup. 
Sign up at vidamtb.com/goldengiddyup/ 

Switchback practice in Golden! It was inspiring to see the ladies progress 
throughout the day! #ownyourride #vidamtb  

Tips: Twitter is limited 140 characters, so omit unnecessary words, punctuation and abbreviate as much 
as possible! It’s okay NOT to use proper grammar and sentence structure.  

Tweets that start with an @ are only seen by the person tweeting, the person being tweeted at, and 
anyone who follows both people. Tweets that with with a “.” are seen by everyone! Ex: .@vidamtbseries 
kicks off  season at #SedonaMTBFestival March 4, 2017 #yeticycles #yetibeti #ladyshred 

Tweets including images receive more engagement, 313 percent more engagement in fact, according to a 
study of  Promoted Tweets from SMB advertisers conducted by Twitter. 

#hashtags @tags 

#vidamtb #ladyshred #ownyourride 
#yeticycles 

Use additional #hashtags as appropriate.

@vidamtbseries @yeticycles
@vittoriatires @ergonbike
@noosayoghurt @stansnotubes 
@smithoptics 
@team_yetibeti @skratchlabs  
@wildbalance 
@shredly
@skivys

Also include the venue #hashtag and @tags provided in pre-event Ambassador updates!
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FACEBOOK

Instead of  using @tags with Facebook, search for the business, sponsor, and or location Facebook pages.  

Sample Posts 
And we're off! The fourth and final VIDA Flagship Series clinic is happening at Buck Hill Ski & Snowboard 
Area! Morning skills and drills and then over to Lebanon Hills Regional Park!  
Yeti Cycles | Stans NoTubes | Smith | FOX | Fox Racing | Skratch Labs | Enduro Bites Real Food / Racer 
Tested | Wild Balance Jewelry | Yeti Beti | Twin Six | #vidamtb #ladyshred #ownyourride 
#exploreminnesota 

The Beti bus made it to Minneapolis, Minnesota for the final VIDA Flagship Series of  the season! Happy 
Hour at Buck Hill Ski & Snowboard Area from 4:30 - 6:30 PM! Snacks will be served and beers will be 
available for $5! Come and check in early, hang out and get to know your coach! #ladyshred #yeticycles 
#vidamtb #ownyourride #exploreminnesota 

Tips: Keep it short! With more and more pages and people to follow the news feed for many is very 
crowded on Facebook. And most people tend to skim through posts quickly and won't read long winded 
posts; 80-160 characters is recommended. Give a link for people to follow up your call to action. Post an 
image. Photos carry the greatest weight in the Edgerank algorithm on Facebook. Plus, people more likely 
to share photo posts. 

Use VIDA’s Facebook groups to connect with a smaller audience. VIDA Community is a closed group 
intended for VIDA alumni, coaches, ambassadors and friends to connect. All participants receive an invite 
to join the group after partaking in a VIDA event. This is a great place as a coach/ambassador to reach out 
to your students, share exciting news/events/promotions, and to sell/exchange gear. VIDA Ambassadors is 
a secret group for our tight knit group of  coaches and ambassadors to connect and scheme for upcoming 
events/adventures.

Business, Sponsor and Location Pages #hashtags

Yeti Cycles |Vittoria Tires|Ergon Bike|
NoosaYoghurt| Stans 
NoTubes | Smith | FOX | Skratch Labs |
Yeti Beti | Wild Balance Jewelry | Shredly
Tag the Business, Sponsor and/or Location 
Pages as relevant.

Also include the host location #hashtag 
and additional tags as appropriate.  
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